ABSTRACT. In this paper we give an explicit formula for the least distortion embedding of a distance transitive graph into Euclidean space. We use this formula for finding least distortion embeddings for important examples: Hamming graphs, Johnson graphs, and Grassmann graphs. Our technique involves semidefinite programming and exploiting symmetry to simplify the optimization problem so that the question of finding the least distortion is reduced to an analytic question about orthogonal polynomials.
INTRODUCTION
Let (X, d) be a finite metric space with n elements. We say that an embedding ̺ : X → R n into Euclidean space has distortion D if for all x, y ∈ X the inequalities d(x, y) ≤ ̺(x) − ̺(y) ≤ Dd(x, y)
hold. By c 2 (X, d) we denote the least distortion for which (X, d) can be embedded into R n and say that an embedding of (X, d) is optimal if its distortion equals c 2 (X, d).
In [Bou85] Bourgain showed that c 2 (X, d) = O(log n) and in [LLR95] Linial, London and Rabinovich proved that this bound is tight. In the last years embeddable questions, especially of finite graphs where the metric is given by the shortest path metric, were studied by theoretical computer scientist. For example they were used to design approximation algorithms (see e.g. [Lin02] , [Ind01] and [Mat02] , Chapter 15).
Despite this interest for only very few graphs the exact least distortion and a least distortion embedding is explicitly known. The list only includes unit cubes (due to Enflo, see [Enf69] ), cycles and strong graph product of cycles (due to Linial and Magen, see [LM00] ). Extending work of Linial and Magen we develop a formula for the least distortion of distance transitive graph and we give explicit least distortion embeddings for important classes: Hamming graphs (which include the cube), Johnson graphs, and Grassmann graphs. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the necessary definitions and state our results. In Section 3 we prove the formula and in Section 4 we work out the three cases. In Section 5 we formulate some conjectures which we state on basis of Section 4.
STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Before we formulate our results we recall some notions of the theory of distance transitive graphs. For a thorough treatment we refer to [BI84] and [BCN89] .
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph given by a finite set V of vertices and a subset E ⊆ V 2 of two-element subsets of V called edges. By d : V × V → R ≥0 ∪ {∞} we denote the length of a shortest path connecting two vertices x and y in G where we set d(x, y) = ∞ whenever there is no connection at all. The diameter of G is diam G = max x,y∈V d(x, y). A connected graph G, that is a graph with finite diameter, gives a finite metric space (V, d). In this situation we write for the least distortion embedding c 2 (G) instead of c 2 (V, d).
The automorphism group of G is the subgroup of the permutation group Sym(V ) on V defined by Aut(G) = {σ ∈ Sym(V ) : {x, y} ∈ E if and only if {σ(x), σ(y)} ∈ E}.
We say that G is distance transitive if for every pair (x, y),
The following three families are important examples of distance transitive graphs. We will find least distortion embedding for them in Section 4.
Example 2.1 (Hamming Graphs). Let X be a finite set of cardinality q ≥ 2. The vertex set of the Hamming graph H(q, n) is X n , the set of all vectors of length n. Two vertices x, y ∈ X n are connected by an edge if x and y differ in exactly one coordinate. The shortest path metric of H(q, n) coincides with the Hamming distance. The diameter of H(q, n) is n.
Example 2.2 (Johnson Graphs
. Let V be a set of size v and n be an integer with v ≥ 2n. The vertex set of the Johnson graph J(v, n) is the set V n of all nelement subsets of V . Two vertices x, y of J(v, n) are connected by an edge if the intersection x ∩ y has cardinality n − 1. The diameter of J(v, n) is n. Example 2.3 (Grassmann Graphs). Let q be a prime power. By F q we denote the field with q elements. Let v and n be integers with v ≥ 2n. The vertex set of the Grassmann graph G(q, v, n) is the set of all n-dimensional subspaces of F v q . Two vertices x, y of G(q, v, n) are connected by an edge if the intersection x ∩ y is a subspace of dimension n − 1. The diameter of G(q, v, n) is n.
For a non-negative integer i we define the i-th adjacency matrix A i ∈ {0, 1} V ×V componentwise by (A i ) x,y = 1 whenever d(x, y) = i and (A i ) x,y = 0 otherwise. For i ∈ {0, . . . , diam G} we have the following relation between the adjacency matrices of distance transitive graphs
where for x, y ∈ V with d(x, y) = i the numbers a i , b i , c i are defined as follows
Hence for i ∈ {0, . . . , diam G} we can write A i = v i (A 1 ) for univariate polynomials v i of degree i. Since G is distance transitive these numbers are independent of the choice of x, y. Also for x ∈ V the number
which is called the i-th degree of G, is independent of x. Let θ 0 > . . . > θ diam G be the different eigenvalues of the matrix A 1 .
Now we can state our main result.
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a distance transitive graph. Then
.
We prove this theorem in Section 3. The proof is based on two observations. Using duality theory and the complementary slackness condition of semidefinite programming one gets information about the structure of a least distortion embedding. Using the symmetry of distance transitive graphs one can simplify the semidefinite program considerably.
In Section 4 we apply this theorem to the distance transitive graphs we introduced above to get least distortion embeddings. The following theorem summarizes the results. Here we only give the least distortion, in Section 4 we also give an optimal embedding. Theorem 2.5. For the Hamming graph H(q, n) we have
For the Johnson graph J(v, n) we have
For the Grassman graph G(q, v, n) we have
Linial, London and Rabinovich [LLR95] were the first who noticed that finding a least distortion embedding of a finite metric space (X, d) into Euclidean space can be expressed as a semidefinite programming problem:
Here Q is the Gram matrix of an embedding ̺ :
where ·, · denotes the inner product on R n . Note that Q defines the embedding ̺ uniquely up to orthogonal transformations. The minimum C of the semidefinite programming problem (2) equals c 2 (X, d) 2 . Semidefinite programming problems respect the symmetries of the problem. Hence, a least distortion embedding of a distance transitive graph inherits the symmetries of the embedded graph. Now we make this statement precise. For this we start with a definition.
Definition 3.1. Let (X, d) be a finite metric space. We say that an embedding ̺ : X → R n into Euclidean space is faithful if for every two pairs (x, y) and
Lemma 3.2. Let G = (V, E) be a distance transitive graph. Then, there exists a faithful embedding of G into Euclidean space with minimal distortion.
Proof. Let Q ∈ R V ×V be the Gram matrix of an embedding ̺ : V → R n . We denote the entries of Q by q xy = ̺(x), ̺(y) . Suppose that the distortion of ̺ is D so that we have the inequality
for all x, y ∈ V . Now we show that the symmetrizationQ = (q xy ) given bȳ
is a Gram matrix of a faithful embedding having the same distortion D.
First we argue thatQ is positive semidefinite. The set of positive semidefinite matrices is closed under addition. We haveQ =
and every summand is of the form P t σ QP σ where P σ is a permutation matrix. ThereforeQ is positive semidefinite.
We
, σ(y)) for every x, y ∈ V and every σ ∈ Aut(G) due to the distance transitivity of G. This applying to (3) and using the definition ofQ gives
hence the distortion of the embedding given byQ is D.
For all x, y ∈ V and all σ ∈ Aut(G) we haveq xy =q σ(x)σ(y) . Let (x, y) and
Since G is distance transitive there is a σ ∈ Aut(G) with (σ(x), σ(y)) = (x ′ , y ′ ). So we conclude that the embedding̺ given byQ is faithful:
Using semidefinite programming duality and the complementary slackness condition Linial and Magen [LM00] gave the following characterization of the least possible distortion for a finite metric space. Lemma 3.3. Let (X, d) be a finite metric space. Then, the least distortion of an embedding of (X, d) into Euclidean space is given by
where the maximum is taken among all positive semidefinite matrices Q in which all row sums vanish. (Note that the quotient is invariant under scaling of Q with positive reals.) Let ̺ be an embedding of (X, d) into Euclidean space having minimal distortion c 2 (X, d). For a matrix attaining the maximum in (4) and for a pair (x, y) ∈ X × X we have q xy > 0 for the most contracted pairs (x, y), that is for (x, y) the fraction ̺(x) − ̺(y) /d(x, y) is minimal among all pairs in X × X, we have q xy < 0 for the most expanded pairs (x, y), that is for (x, y) the fraction ̺(x)−̺(y) /d(x, y) is maximal among all pairs in X × X, and q xy = 0 for all other pairs. Now we finish the proof of Theorem 2.4. Let G be a distance transitive graph and let ̺ be an embedding of G into Euclidean space with minimal distortion c 2 (G). By Lemma 3.2 we can assume that ̺ is faithful. Hence, by the previous remark, all pairs (x, y) with d(x, y) = 1 are most expanded, and there is an index i ∈ {2, . . . , diam G} so that all pairs (x, y) with d(x, y) = i are most contracted. Using Lemma 3.3 and setting the entries of Q belonging to most expanded pairs to −1 we can compute the distortion of ̺ by
where k i is the i-th degree of G and A i is the i-th adjacency matrix of G. It is a well-known fact, and it follows from the polynomial dependence A i = v i (A 1 ), that the i-th adjacency matrices pairwise commute. Hence they have a common system of eigenvectors (see for example [HJ85] ). Let x j be a common eigenvector of the i-th adjacency matrices which is an eigenvector of the eigenvalue θ j . Then, A 1 x j = θ j x j , and
and the matrix (k 1 − α i k i )A 0 − A 1 + α i A i is positive semidefinite if and only if
In order to maximize
for a fixed i, we want to maximize α i so that (k 1 − α i k i )A 0 − A 1 + α i A i is positive semidefinite. The largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of a k-regular graph is exactly k (see for example [Bol98] ). So,
Hence, α i attains it maximum value if and only if
which yields the statement of the theorem.
EXAMPLES
4.1. Hamming Graphs. Now we show using Theorem 2.4 that the optimal distortion of the Hamming graph H(q, n) is √ n and we give an embedding of H(q, n)
into Euclidean space having this distortion. We use the notation we introduced in Section 2. The eigenvalues of the i-th adjacency matrix of H(q, n) are well-known (see for example [Sta84] ). They are v i (θ j ) = K i (j) where j ∈ {0, . . . , n} and where K i is the i-th Krawtchouk polynomial
In particular we have
Let us determine the value of α n = min j∈{1,...,n}
The minimum is attained for j = 1 so that we have
holds true. Hence by Theorem 2.4 the distortion of an optimal embedding is bounded by
We have equality since the embedding ̺ we define below has distortion √ n. Let X n be the vertex set of H(q, n). With e x ∈ R X denote the standard unit vector defined componentwise by (e x ) y = 1 if x = y and (e x ) y = 0 otherwise. For a vertex (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X n in H(q, n) set
If d ((x 1 , . . . , x n ), (y 1 , . . . , y n )) = i, then ̺(x 1 , . . . , x n )− ̺(y 1 , . . . , y n ) = √ ni and we have the desired inequalities
where we abbreviate (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and (y 1 , . . . , y n ) by x and y. The image of this embedding forms the vertex set of the direct product, taken n times, of a regular simplex with q vertices. In particular this implies the classical result of Enflo [Enf69] that the least distortion embedding of the n-dimensional unit cube H(2, n) is √ n. Enflo's proof uses inductive and combinatorial arguments and does not easily generalize to different finite metric spaces. Linial and Magen [LM00] give another proof of Enflo's theorem which is in a sense an ad-hoc variant of our proof.
Johnson Graphs.
Here we show that the optimal distortion of the Johnson graph J(v, n) is √ n and we give an embedding of J(v, n) into Euclidean space having this distortion. The eigenvalues of the i-th adjacency matrix of J(v, n) are well-known (see for example [Sta84] ). They are v i (θ j ) = E i (j) where E i is the i-th Eberlein polynomial (or dual Hahn polynomial)
Let us determine the value of α n . We have
We shall show that the minimum is attained for j = 1 so that
We compare the numerator of the right hand side of (6) with the one of (5). This gives the following inequality which holds true for all j in the interval
We compare the denominators getting the inequality
which holds because
Altogether this shows that the value α n is the one stated in (6). Hence the squared distortion of an embedding is at least n. We have equality since the embedding ̺ described below has distortion √ n.
Let
V n be the vertex set of J(v, n). With e v ∈ R V denote the standard unit vector as in the last section. For a n-element subset X ⊆ V define the embedding ̺(X) = √ n x∈X e x . If two n-element subsets X, Y have distance i in J(v, n),
Hence, the distortion of ̺ is √ n. The image of this embedding forms the vertex set of the n-hypersimplex in dimension v.
Grassmann Graphs.
Finally we sketch a proof that the optimal distortion of the Grassmann graph G(q, v, n) is (q − 1)
and we give an embedding of G(q, v, n) into Euclidean space having this distortion.
Before we give the eigenvalues we introduce some notation for dealing with q-binomial coefficients. For k = 1, 2, . . . set
The eigenvalues of the i-th adjacency matrix of G(v, q, n) are well-known (see for example [Sta84] ). They are
where Q i is the i-th q-Hahn polynomial
Again the minimum giving the value α n is attained for j = 1. Here we do not show the tedious but elementary calculations. We only give an optimal embedding.
Let V be the set of all one-dimensional subspaces of F v q . With e v we denote the standard basis vectors of R V as in the last section. We embed an n-dimensional subspace X ⊆ F v q into R V by ̺(X) = x e x where x runs through all onedimensional subspaces which are contained in X.
CONJECTURES AND SPECULATIONS
For the proof of Theorem 2.4 we used the fact that the automorphism group of the graph G acts distance transitively. We think that this was not crucial fact and can be replaced by a combinatorial argument. Usually distance transitive graphs are studied in the more general framework of distance regular graphs where the group action is relaxed to a purely combinatorial condition of the invariance of the intersection numbers a i , b i , c i defined by (1) in Section 2. Because of the three-term recurrence relation (1) the formulation of Theorem 2.4 makes sense for distance regular graphs. We make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.1. Theorem 2.4 is true for distance regular graphs.
In Section 4 we observed that the most contracted pairs are always the antipodal pairs. So the sharp bound for the least distortion c 2 (G) was always given by α diam G and there specifically for j = 1. ote also that optimal embeddings are properly scaled graphical representations of G belonging to the second-largest eigenvalue θ 1 of the adjacency matrix A 1 . The graphical representation of G belonging to the eigenvalue θ is given by the columns of the matrix
where u i (θ) = v i (θ)/k i . We wonder how far these phenomena generalize. Although we only have results about three classes of distance transitive graphs we like to speculate that all this generalizes to arbitrary distance regular graphs.
